Background: Digital subtraction catheter angiography (DSA) is utilized at our institution in addition to MRI for treatment planning of arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) stereotactic radio surgery (SRS). We hypothesized MRI over-predicts the size of AVM nidus and compared MRI alone versus combined imaging as input for target delineation for AVM SRS.
Introduction
Brain arteriovenous malformation (AVM) is a congenital vascular anomaly where there is direct arterial to venous connections without an intervening capillary network, creating a system of feeding arteries, tangled malformation or nidus, and draining veins engorged from the high pressure. Acting as a shunt, AVM results in both a potential steal (lack of nutrition and oxygen delivered to intended brain parenchyma) as well as a high-pressure arteriovenous communication prone to spontaneous hemorrhage. Surgical resection remains the primary treatment modality for patients with AVM as it eliminates the source of steal and hemorrhage immediately. However, surgery may not be feasible in cases with AVM in deep locations and / or eloquent areas of the brain. Embolization may be used as an independent therapy, however, it is more commonly utilized prior to surgery as an adjunct (reviewed in [1] ). Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS) is another local treatment modality that has been established as an effective treatment for brain AVM [2, 3] . Although there is a delay in beneficial effects ranging from 6 months to 3 years, SRS is able to treat larger and deeper AVMs with more safety than surgery. In order to prevent unwanted radiation injury, accurate target delineation is essential. Because of its high temporal and spatial resolution, the gold standard technique for diagnostic and follow-up imaging of AVMs is digital subtraction catheter angiography (DSA) [4, 5] . At our institution, we routinely perform DSA on the day of the SRS procedure for improved target delineation. Following image acquisition, an interventional radiologist manually delineates the AVM nidus on the planar angiogram images; these images are stereotactically fused with the same day MR images. When stereotactically fused with MRI, the orthogonal planar DSA information can be outlined to form quadrilateral "boundaries" on each slice of the MRI. The finalized "target" nidus of the AVM is then contoured by a neurosurgeon by rounding the corners of the DSA quadrilateral using MRI signal information ( Figure 1A ). Such extra information from angiography allows the neurosurgeons and radiation oncologists to make judgments to partition a target volume and spare the surrounding normal brain parenchyma by incorporating anatomic and physiologic information from different image modalities.
Zhang and colleagues reported the superimposing the DSA derived AVM nidus information onto CT or MRI was an important technique to determine the precise shape of the nidus [5] . Even though the addition of angiography is time-consuming and requires multi-modality team care, our group strongly believed that this approach enabled our institution to treat the smallest possible AVM target without missing DSA identified nidus, yet achieve excellent obliteration rates with very low toxicity from the procedure. Hence, we hypothesized that the AVM nidus identified by MRI-alone would be larger than the finalized target volume. To examine this hypothesis, we designed a study to objectively compare AVM nidus treatment volumes generated with and without DSA data. Contrary to our hypothesis, data analysis revealed that our neurosurgeons and radiation oncologists have a greater degree of confidence in 2D vascular data to delineate the AVM nidus instead of 3D post-contrast MRI images of these AVMs. Furthermore, we found around 10% of cases could have not been treated with confidence if DSA did not serve as a backup modality. These findings support the need for multimodality image acquisition in radio surgical treatment planning of AVM.
Methods

AVMs from 78 patients that were treated between
March 2013 to July 2017 at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center using Gamma Knife ®Perfection™ and/or Icon™ between March 2013 to July 2017 were analyzed ( Figure   1B ). For the evaluable83 AVMs from 71 patients, all patients underwent MRI and interventional cerebral angiography on the day of the SRS procedure. An interventional radiologist manually delineated the AVM nidus on the planar angiogram images, which were stereotactically fused with the MR images in the radiation treatment planning software using consistent fiducials.
The nidus of the AVM was then contoured by the neurosurgeon in the radiation treatment planning software and radiosurgery was performed with Gamma Knife. The brain AVM nidus was retrospectively delineated solely on MRI data by an experienced neuroradiologist M.P. at a later date. The nidus was contoured on T1-weighted post-contrast-enhanced Fast Field Echo (FFE) images. The neuroradiologist was blinded to both the DSA images and the nidus target volumes that were used for the actual treatment. Care was taken to avoid draining veins ( Figure 2A) or blood products associated with the AVMs. For the purpose of this study, the authors defined the ground truths as the finalized target volume generated by the neurosurgeons and neurovascular surgeons that was used in the SRS treatment, for comparison to treatment volumes generated by the individual rater ("blinded" neuroradiologist) and interventional radiologists.
Five patients that did not show a clear MRI lesion at the corresponding location of AVM identified by DSA ( Figure 2B ). Seven AVMs from seven patients were excluded from the analysis for the following reasons: Two had no finalized target AVM volume delineated in the treatment plans, two harbored previously treated AVMs at a different location in the brain. One had only CT where the Neuroradiologist identified an AVM at a different location from the AVM that was identified by Angiogram and treated with SRS. information, one had only the T2 MRI sequence instead of the T1 post-contrast MRI and one did not include DSA. Two AVMs from two patients were not evaluable because the neuroradiologist was unable to identify the AVM nidus ( Figure 2C ).
The data obtained in this study are 3D volume sets, measured as the sum of the voxels contained within the contours from the treatment planning software of Gamma Knife ® directly.
Dice Similarity Coefficients (DSC) is obtained by the equation (DSC = 2(A∩B)/(|A|+|B|)), where A and B are the ground-truth and evaluated as segmented volumes, respectively [6] . The Jaccard index (JI) is a measure of the overlap that A and B share with their attributes, which is defined as JI = (A∩B)/(AUB) [7] .
Both the values of DSC and JI ranges from 0 to 1, indicating no spatial similarity and overlap, respectively. DSC and JI of the target, MRI, and DSA generated volumes were independently calculated algorithm from the DICOM structured data sets.
Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses, including the matched t-test analysis, one-way ANOVA, corresponding figures and tables and Bland-Altman Plots [8, 9] were created using Graph Pad 5 software. Bland-Altman plot calculates the mean difference between two methods of measurement (MRI and DSA in this case). The graphic display of agreement is presented with the mean of two measures in the x-axis and the difference between two measures in the y-axis. The 95% limits of agreement (LoA) were computed and depicted by 1.96 standard deviations that encompass above and below the line of agreement between the two methods of measurement. to determine the ratio of the MRI alone to the finalized target volume of each SRS treatment plan. Contrary to our prediction, only about half the cases (44 of the 81 AVMs, 54%) showed the MRI-generated volume was larger than the targeted volume ( Figures 3A and3B ). As such, the volume ratio calculated by dividing the MRI-generated volume with the target volume was also not statistically significant (mean 1.67 and median 1.04). Paired t-test analysis was not statistically significantly different between the two volumes nor was the comparison with DSA generated volume ( Figure 3C ). One-way ANOVA comparison of the target, MRI-generated and DSA-generated volumes also did not reveal any statistically significant difference among the three volumes (Table1).
Results
Patient Demographics and AVM Characteristics
This was a surprise as we hypothesized that combining two imaging modalities of MRI and DSA result in a smaller target volume as the overlaid images appear to shrink the target boundary as depicted in figure 1A . It became apparent, however, that the finalized target volume appeared more closely related to the DSA-generated volume than with the MRI-generated volume. In fact, Bland-Altman plot evaluation of the agreement between two methods revealed that the 95% limits of agreement are tighter in the plot between the target and DSA-generated volumes than that between target and MRI-generated volumes ( Figure 4 ), suggesting greater agreement between the target and DSA-generated volumes. Bland-Altman plot provides a graphical display of the agreement between the two methods of measurements of the AVM volume [2, 3] but there is no test statistic to compare two Bland Altman plots with mutual measurement (in this case, the target volume) [10] . Moreover, both plots have four outliers beyond the 95% limits of agreement, which is difficult to interpret. Hence, we decided to analyze the segmentation data of each contoured AVM did with 3D coordinates instead of treating each AVM nidus as lumped "volume" without spatial relationship.
To make judgments and draw conclusions about these 3D structures, we compared the spatial relationships of these volumes using two common metrics: Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) [6] and Jaccard Index (JI) [7] . The volumetric DSC is defined as the intersection of two masks normalized to their mean volume, where A and B are the masks and N is an operator yielding the number of voxels ( Figure 5B showed that the volumetric overlap between the finalized target and DSA-generated volume was greater (p-value < 0.0001) than that between the finalized target and the MRI-generated volume ( Figure 5C , Table 2 ).
Similarly, matched-pair analysis of JI showed that the volumetric overlap between the finalized target and DSA-generated volume was greater than with MRI-generated volume, with statistical significance (p-value < 0.0001) ( Figure 5D , Table 3 ).
Notably, when five cases of AVM lesions that did not harbor corresponding MRI contour were excluded from the analysis and subjected to matched pair-analysis, both the DSC and JI were still statically significantly higher between target volume and DSA-identified volume compared to that between target volume and MRI-alone-identified volume, revealing the higher degree of spatial agreement or congruence of the target and DSA-generated volumes. Table 1 : One-way ANOVA comparison of the target, MRI-generated and DSA-generated volumes Abbreviations:df: degrees of freedom, MS: mean squares, ns not significant, SS: sum-of-squares. A second finding from our study is that the choice of volume-based comparison metrics is critical as each yield different information and must be considered in the appropriate context. Spatial overlap measures such as the DSC and JI have been broadly adopted in the field of segmentation analysis [12] . Precision and accuracy are crucial concepts in target delineation, as one without the other does not allow precise treatment delivery that leads to greater sparing of normal brain parenchyma. Our analysis indicated that in a non-insignificant number of cases (11 out of 90 AVMs, 12% in our cohort) either MRI or Angiography could not be performed or were not in agreement, as in the case depicted in Figure 2B where an AVM nidus was identified in what appears to be a cavity on MRI. In these circumstances, a practitioner without a second imaging modality will be at loss identifying targets, unable to deliver treatment with confidence.
In another instance, a very small AVM (<1cc) near the conflu- In our study, the neuro radiologist felt that some AVMs were particularly difficult to reliably identify on the post-contrast T1-weighted images, including lesions associated with prominent normal enhancing structures (such as the choroid plexus), lesions closely related to dural sinuses and those surrounded by evolving blood products or scar tissue from prior hemorrhage.
For these types of lesions, the information obtained from DSA is particularly invaluable. Despite its superior temporal and spatial resolution, cerebral angiography has significant disadvantages, including its invasive nature requiring an arterial puncture and non-insignificant complication rate [18] [19] [20] . It is likely that the use of MRI techniques more specific for arterial flow (versus post-contrast T1-weighted images) would improve target delineation and eventually obviate the need to perform DSA.
However, these new acquisition techniques require prospective comparison and validation with an AVM nidus delineated by the gold standard DSA.
Conclusions
Treatment SRS AVM volumes are significantly more similar to catheter DSA-generated volumes than to MRI-generated volumes when compared using spatial overlap measures at our institution. These results demonstrate that our neurosurgeons and radiation oncologists have a greater degree of confidence on 2D, high temporal and spatial resolution of the vascular data than on 3D post-contrast MRI images of these AVMs when 
